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The principles upon which the foregoing precepts depend
may be explained in a few words. As the coefficients in Xj
are severally obtained by multiplying the corresponding co-

efficients in X, each by the exponent in the term to which it

belongs, the derived coefficients are regularly decreasing mul-

tiples of the original coefficients, the first in X! being n times

the first in X; the second in Xj, n— 1 times the second in X,
and so on. Now in order to effect the division of X by X 1?

we must render the leading coefficients divisible; and for this

purpose we multiply all the terms of X by n, and thus make
the leading coefficient in X the same as that in the divisor

Xj ; so that the first term of the quotient being simply .r, it

is obvious that the first remainder will always consist of the

second term of X, twice the third term, three times the fourth

term, and so on. To render the leading term of this remain-
der divisible by that of the same divisor X

15
we multiply the

entire remainder by the first coefficient in that divisor, and
we thus get a result which, from what has just been said, is

the same as would arise from multiplying the second term of
X by the first coefficient in X2 , the third term by twice that

coefficient, the fourth by three times the same coefficient, and
soon: the second remainder, that is —X2 , is evidently ob-

tained by subtracting from this result the product of Xj by
the second coefficient of X; and as this subtraction necessarily

destroys the term in the former remainder, neither that term
nor the one which annuls it need to have been written down.
From these considerations the rule (A.) immediately flows ;

the precept (B.) is an obvious deduction from it; and the

note is only such a modification of it as is necessary to avoid

the introduction of common factors into the terms ofX2.

There are means also of abridging the process for deter-

mining the other functions X3 , X4 , &c. ; and as the method
of Sturm is destined to supersede every other hitherto em-

ployed for ascertaining the nature and situation of the roots

of an equation, such abridgements of labour are well worth

attending to : I may possibly advert to them at a future op-
portunity.

October 12, 1835. J. R. YOUNG.

I

LVIII. On Bernoulli's Theory of the Tides. By
J. W. Lubbock, Esq. V.P. and Treas. R.S*

T has been shown that the semimenstrual inequality (which
is by far the most considerable) in the time and height

* Communicated bv the Author.
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of high water coincides with the law assigned to it by Ber-
noulli so nearly, that in this respect Bernoulli's theory and
observation may be considered as leading to identical results.

The hypothesis of the moving fluid spheroid, however vio-

lent it may appear, which ensues as a necessary consequence
from the fundamental differential equations which regulate the
motions of fluids, when certain quantities are neglected, may
therefore securely be a'dmitted as a first approximation. The
inequalities due to changes in the moon's parallax and decli-

nation are much more minute, and it is more difficult to de-

tect the law which they follow empirically. The discussions

which Mr. Dessiou has effected of the London and the Liver-

pool observations have been made with reference to the moon's
transit preceding the time of high water, which seems to me
the most convenient course for the object we had immediately
in view, namely, to obtain tables to serve for the purpose of pre-

dicting the phenomena. But it is probable that the tide-wave,
in as much as it results from the action of the sun and moon,
maybe considered as developed in the main ocean, and as trans-

mitted through the seas which encompass England, modified

solely by the wind, and by the resistance of various kinds

which it encounters in its passage. Hence, as Bernoulli re-

marks, the phasnomena on our coasts are referable to the places
of the luminaries some time previously; and owing to the in-

equalities in the moon's motion, the moon's parallax and de-

clination corrections depend in some measure upon the transit

employed. For since the time of the moon's synodic revolu-

tion is 29*53 days, the mean interval of time between two suc-

cessive transits is 24 h 49m : if, therefore, I had taken the transit

of the day previous, instead of that immediately previous to

the high water, all my intervals with par. 57' in the tables pub-
lished in the Philosophical Transactions would have been
increased by 24 h 49m ,

and the argument of the table (moon's
transit) would have been diminished by 49m . The angular

velocity of the moon being nearly as the square of the parallax,
the mean interval between her transits with par. 54 f

is 24 h 43m

only ; all my intervals for par. 54' would therefore have been

increased by 24 h 43m only. If I had taken the transit last

but two, all my intervals corresponding to par. 57' would

have been increased by 37h 13m , the argument of the tables

would have been diminished by l
h 13m , and I should have

found thefundamental hour for the port of Liverpool 2m only,
instead of l

h 15m . Moreover, all my intervals correspond-

ing to 54' parallax would have been increased by 37 h 4m

only.
37h 13m _ 3
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The constant portion of the moon's parallax correction,
which for Liverpool is + 7m,9 for par. 54/, which I formerly
noticed as inconsistent with Bernoulli's table, is thus pro-

bably accounted for; and we see why this quantity should be
rather greater for London, when the argument of the moon's

parallax correction in the time of high water is the moon's
transit immediately preceding the tide, as in those tables which
I have given. When this last consideration is attended to,

I have ascertained that the theory of Bernoulli is not less con-

firmed by the moon's parallax correction as deduced from the

discussions of the Liverpool and the London observations

than by the semimenstrual inequality. Similar reasoning

might be applied to the correction arising from changes in

the declination of the luminaries ; but as results immediately
deduced from the Nautical Almanac would be more conclusive

and satisfactory than indirect inferences, I purpose to recur to

this view of the question and carefully to compare the results

with the expressions which are derived from Bernoulli's well-

known hypothesis.
The irregularities which even results deduced from the

mean of an immense number of observations present, render

minute differences obscure. In order, therefore, to obtain the

concurrence of as many observations as possible to determine

the law of the inequality, I have adopted the following plan,
which seems to me the least objectionable.

Let 8 P be the difference of parallax, or

The parallax
— 57'-

I suppose the correction to be proportional to 8P; hence
the correction for parallax 54-' = three times the correction

for parallax 56 1

, and the total of the absolute corrections for

parallaxes 54', 55'9 56
!

, 58', 59', 60', 61' = —, the correction
o

for parallax 54?'. Whatever the law of the correction may
be, it certainly may be considered as proceeding according to

powers of 8 P, and the preceding hypothesis amounts to neg-
lecting all the powers except the first.

I now employ only the total of the corrections deduced

3
from the discussions, and I multiply it by

—
, or the equi-

valent multiplier, in order to have the correction for 54?'.

The following table exhibits the results, together with the in-

3N2
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terval, and height for parallax 57', which may be considered
as the semimenstrual inequality.

tt to
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Where the blank is left, the London results are too irre-

gular to be entitled to any dependence. The London correc-

tion in time is much greater than that for Liverpool.
If x9 y,z are the coordinates at the end of the time t, of

any element dMof the ocean; p the density of the fluid; Xd Jk/,

YdM9 ZdM the components parallel to the coordinate axes

of the force acting upon dM; and if the components of the

velocity of the element d M, in two positions, which it oc-

cupies successively, are u, v9 w, and u -f u' d t9 v+v'dt,
W+tt/ d t ; the differential equation to the surface of the ocean

will be

(X-u) dx + (Y-i/) dy + (Z— w/)dz = 0.

(See M. Poisson's Traite de Mecanique, vol. ii. p. 669.)

If the forces arise from attractions or repulsions directed

towards fixed or moveable points,

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = dV.

This condition obtains in the forces which produce the

tides.

. du du du du
v = -7— -f u -j h v —j h •

dt dx dy dz
'

Generally, if Xdx + Ydy + Zdz is the exact differential

of any function V with reference to the variables x
9 y, z, and

if v! d x + tidy + w'dz may be neglected, the surface of the

fluid is given by the equation

V = constant.

That is, the surface of the fluid assumes the same form at

any given instant, as it would do if the forces then acting

upon each particle were invariable in magnitude and direc-

tion. It seems worthy inquiry in what cases this approxima-
tion is admissible.

If r be the distance of the sun's centre from that of the

earth, £ the sun's zenith distance, m the mass of the sun ; if

M
the same quantities accented refer to the moon ; and if -^
is the force of gravity, R being the distance of the fluid ele-

ment dM from the earth's centre ; then in the problem of the

tides,

M \ Rcost, 1
\W -R~ m

\ r* {i2
2-2ri2cos?+r

9
}*J

JjRcosX
1 -t
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2y . mR3
\ a J

1= -^+7 27^ (1
~3COS ?)_

2r4
°S?" 5COS?

J

+—— m'R*

2rm (l-Scos^O-^jscos^-Scos^j
If a denote right ascension, & declination, <p geographical

latitude, and a sidereal time,

cos £ = cos & cos f cos fa —a) + sin 8 sin
<p.

9 v i,
•

«.u cos8 8 cos2 A
cos3 ? contains the term 21 cos (2 a— 2 a).

Hence, neglecting constant terms and those of the argumenta— a, &c, the height of high water

3 m R3

= D +
jjg^S

cos2 8 cos2
<p
cos (2 a— 2a)

3t»' i£3

+ TMW cos2 * co&2 * cos (2 *~2a')

= D + £{^cos(2/x-2a) + cos (2 a -2 a')},

where D is a constant depending only on the zero line from
which the heights are reckoned.

. m cos2 a P3
^ „ , , M _,.^ = —

.
—

-ra-sr* -E = GWcos2
3'P'3,

7W' COS2
6' /* 3

P being the horizontal parallax, and C a constant depend-
ing upon geographical latitude.

By differentiating the expression for the height, in order to

find when the height is a maximum, the following well-known
formula is obtained :

tan (2 a— 2 a') = _
•

A
—v

la ,

—~-x.
v r ' l+A cos (2a —2 a)

The readiest method of calculating tables of the inequalities
of the heights and intervals from the above, which coincide

with Bernoulli's expressions, is to obtain the angle \|/
= a— a',

from the expression
A j A sin 2 $

tan 2vp = r—i T,-,
l + Acos24>

for given values of $, then the height of high water-

is Z) + jE {cos2\J/ + ^cos(2<p — 2^)}.

The value which I formerly deduced from the London ob-

servations for the constant A with parallax 57', and when
a as 3', (see Phil. Trans. 1831, p. 387,) is -3788; log.
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A = 9-5784-858. This constant at Liverpool appears to

have precisely the same value. I doubt whether much stress

ought to be laid upon any slight difference in the semimen-

strual inequality if deduced only from a few observations. As

this constant is the same for Liverpool and for London, I am

particularly anxious to ascertain from the Brest observations,

which I have not hitherto succeeded in obtaining, whether

it is the same for that port.
I make for the Liverpool old docks, with parallax 57' and

when d = r,

D = 8
'

E = 6-969

and for the London docks, from the sill of the Dock-gates,
Ft.

D == 16-68 E = 4-44.8.

Bernoulli's theory amounts to supposing the surface of the

ocean the same as if it were given by the equation

Xdk+Yifly+ Zdz = o,

and therefore to neglecting the quantity

u'dx + t/dy + w/dz,

which seems to require either that u\ r/, and ix/ are small and

negligible in comparison with X, Y, Z, or that the quantity
tt'd-r + i/ dy + w'dz is separately equal to zero. In order,

therefore, to prove a priori the justice of Bernoulli's hypo-
thesis it would be sufficient to estimate the value of these

quantities.
Euler's method of considering the problem is the same in

substance as that of Bernoulli.

LIX. On the Coralline Crag ofRamsholt and Orford. By
Robert Fitch, Esq.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,
IT was with some surprise that I read Mr. Samuel Wood-
* ward's observations, in your last number, respecting a ter-

tiary deposit discovered between the Crag and the London

clay, on the banks of the Deben, near Woodbridge, and which
has lately been brought into notice by a paper by Mr. Ed-
ward Charlesworth inserted in the Lond. and Edinb. Phil.

Mag. and Journal for August.
It appears that Mr.Woodward objects to the term " coral-

line crag
"
as applicable to the stratum at Ramsholt, and does

not agree with Mr. Charlesworth in considering that the beds


